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I purchased this book not knowing what condition it would come in. After I purchased it I started

thinking this book would come in a "used" form with highlighted lines, words written on the inside

and a damaged cover. Once I got the package in the mail all of that started drifting through my mind

again even before I opened the package. When I opened the package I was surprised to see that

this was a BRAND NEW book almost. It looked as if it was just brought from the store. I only paid a

Penny for the book with $3.99 in shipping.The reason I chose to look on-line to see what I could

purchase the book for on-line, was b/c I've had this book in the past but had loaned it to a friend and

never got it in return; when I went to the book store to see how much it cost new again (because it

has been several years since I have owned the book) and the brand new the book cost are $40.

When I saw that I could get it for a penny I said heck yeah!I highly encourage anyone looking for a

book, to purchase a used book. It's some-what like the adoption program, you are getting

something that someone else doesn't want or need or can use anymore. Ya know, save a tree!In all

reality, there was nothing at all wrong with this book and it was the best thing I needed to start 2011

off right!



Very good bible

Just what I had ordered

This was one of three new Bibles I purchased over the summer and by far the most

disappointing.Good parts first:The New Living translation is easy to read.The Bible has "heft" and

feels right in your hands.Time allocation for reading chapters aloud is a worthy innovation.Book

introductions and biographies are very well done.Bible lies flat when open -- great for studying other

tools.Disappointments:This does NOT appear to be related to the Kay Arthur inductive method.The

pages are extremely thin and flimsy and let too much of the next page "through" when reading.

Despite being a "mark-up" Bible, I don't think it would be readable for very long if you were a serious

marker or note-taker.Outside of the main text itself, the ink is almost unreadable, especially the key

passages in the lower right hand corners of each page (which stack up on top of each other) and

the corner notes which are printed on a background that is almost the same color of ink as the

text.There are no maps, etc...

I was very pleased!!!! I was also impressed with the condition of my bible. I intend on order again.

Thank you.

The only Bible I know I have two of. It's that great of a Bible. I have one I keep with me everywhere

especially when I'm traveling on official military orders, and then I have the other TQ Bible back

home in Orlando with my family. It's a must have Bible for any Christian. It's words are broken down

'barney-style' so everyone can understand it. It has an awesome concordance in the back, so

whether it's flipping through the Books for Sunday Sermon, or you want to experience it by yourself

on various subjects. I don't like, I absolutely LOVE it.
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